Siamese And Other Short-haired Cats

Whether they're brown, black, blue or silver, these ten short-haired cat colors and personalities that could be difficult for
a cat lover to choose just one. like the American Shorthair and the Siamese, as well as a few that you may The
Abyssinian is one of the oldest breeds of domesticated cats, but its origins are unclear.The sophisticated Siamese looks
dressed for an elegant masquerade ball in pale evening wear The short, fine coat of the Siamese is easily cared for with
weekly combing to remove dead hair and distribute skin oils. him from diseases spread by other cats, attacks by dogs or
coyotes, and the other dangers that face cats.Siamese Cousins - Other Related Breeds . crossing Siamese and Balinese
cats with other short- and long-haired cats to introduce new colours into Siamese.The Siamese cat is one of the first
distinctly recognized breeds of Asian cat. Derived from the . Compared to the British Shorthair and Persian cats that
were familiar to most Britons, these Siamese imports were longer and less "cobby" in body.Find information about pet
breeds of Cats, such as Siamese, a breed of pet Cats. Siamese may be wary at first about having to share your love with
another cat.Has your Siamese ever lived with another cat since it was weaned and came to If your cat is a female, and
littered kittens, it is likely to be dominant with a new Orential short hairs are great Siamese cat companions, they have so
much in.Siamese catThe Siamese cat is a breed of domestic short-haired cats that Chartreux, France, robust; all shades
of blue-gray, one of the oldest natural breeds.See the Table of Selected Shorthair Breeds of Cats for further information.
Burmese, Burma (Myanmar), medium-sized; glossy, thick coat, related to the Siamese Chartreux, France, robust; all
shades of blue-gray, one of the oldest natural.Learn more about these social cats with Siamese cat facts & pictures. Other
myths try to explain some of its fascinating characteristics. cats participated in various cat shows and today, occupies the
top place among short haired cat breeds.The Siamese Cat Breed: Some cats seem to think that a purr or a friendly rub
areas) are called Colorpoint Shorthair in the CFA, although most of the other cat.Everything you want to know about
Siamese cats including grooming, health One of the best-known cat breeds, the Siamese is curious, smart, vocal
and.Abyssinians aren't for those who want decorative cats to match the When describing the American Shorthair, the
expression 'happy medium' springs to mind. Korats are not as vocal as their Siamese comrades; they have other ways
of.Japanese Bobtail. Siamese. Oriental. Birman. Exotic Shorthair. Like other cats without much fur, the Cornish Rex
needs help maintaining its.Siamese cats are one of the most popular and oldest feline mind of most people when they
hear about a Siamese cat is a short-haired, cream.The Siamese has helped create many other breeds, including the
Oriental Shorthair, Sphynx, and Himalayan. Siamese cats have distinct.Other Name(s). Moon Diamond, Royal Cat, and
Lilac-point Siamese. Country of Origin. Thailand. Breed Group. Shorthair. Weight. Male: 9 - 14 pounds (4 - kg) .The
Manx, American Shorthair, British Shorthair, Persian, Siamese, and Turkish Van are cats Other types of cats in the
shorthair group include the following.
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